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legend Magic Johnson may have retired from the most storied

franchise in basketball and the LA Lakers, but if he were to return
to the court, one of the league’s current superstar players would be
a serious contender for his position: LeBron James. Johnson spoke
with ESPN’s Bill Simmons about his proposed return to the NBA

and who might succeed him in Los Angeles, during the third
episode of ESPN’s The Bill Simmons Podcast. “I would have to
choose LeBron James,” Magic told Simmons. “I think LeBron

would play better with me, in terms of leadership and the
superstardom.” Magic believed James needed a player like him to

help him make a transition from the Miami Heat to the Los
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Angeles Lakers. James was traded from Miami to the Cleveland
Cavaliers before he began a historic stretch of success with the
Miami Heat in the early 2000s. The Lakers famously failed to

trade for James in the summer of 2010 when he was a free agent.
Magic would have known this, as he helped recruit and convince

James to play in Cleveland. Johnson is one of the game’s most
beloved players to ever play the game of basketball, but his

demeanor was seen as a major drawback during his time in Los
Angeles. The combination of five championship rings,
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